Case Study: Cortona3D in Action

Global Transportation Manufacturer
Tightens Processes, Attracts Dealers,
and Lengthens Product Lifecycle While
Leveraging IT Dollars and Data

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Nipponia, established in 1992, has
become a major factor in worldwide
motorcycle and scooter manufacturing
and sales. It will introduce three new
scooters at the EICMA Exhibition in Milan
on November 4th, 2008.

Global standardization of spares’ specifications
Costs of printed catalogs eliminated
Fast, foolproof parts selection and ordering
Business package highly attractive to dealers

THE CHALLENGES
Far-flung manufacturing plants differed in
standards and processes. Costs of
printing catalogs were rising. New dealers
needed to see Nipponia’s commitment to
dealer success. Tools to enable end user
marketing interaction were envisioned.
THE SOLUTION
Nipponia found other solutions primitive.

Cortona3D RapidCatalog software
meets all needs, is fast to use,
and will enable future benefits.
BENEFITS
Company’s engineering and parts files
can be used and leveraged
Global standards can now be enforced
Authoring is fast, intuitive and simple
3D animated graphics zoom, rotate
and explode assemblies to show parts
Potential dealers see business package
with more profits and less work
Dealers instantly order parts online

To fulfil its plan of “One World, One Brand,” Nipponia had
to find a global solution to varying specifications for its
spares in many plants scattered across the world. Yet the
same IT solution had to be intuitive enough for dealers and
even end users to easily use to find and order parts. New
offerings with an ambitious business plan had to combine
with an industry-leading approach to spares management
that would intrigue prospective dealers. RapidCatalog from
Cortona3D will standardize spares manufacturing, let
dealers manipulate scooter images on the Web to order the
exact parts, and send Nipponia a purchase order via a Web
shopping cart. From the global corporate level, through
local dealers, to eventual end-user capabilities, Nipponia
has found a cost-conscious solution that positions it for
future growth.

“Cutting excess steps
reduces per-part cost to
the user. We eliminate
the rising printing and
shipping costs of paper
catalogs. We reduce
human error in ordering
and repairs. Users,
dealers and Nipponia all
benefit.”
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Worldwide Success…with
Room for Improvement
Nipponia’s rapid growth and
geographical diversity, however,
contributed to problems such as
differing business structures and
processes within the company. There
was no clear process for redesigning,
manufacturing, documenting the
change, or globalising a new part. For
customer safety and liability defense,
Nipponia required an audit trail of all
parts improvements, but diverse
processes made clean trails
unattainable.

“RapidCatalog did
everything we wanted,
from helping us design
and standardize new
parts manufacturing, to
smoothing distribution,
to showing dealers we
are truly serious about
long-term, top-notch
support.”
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RapidCatalog—the Only
Choice to Meet the Needs
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In this view, only plastic parts are
emphasized on-screen. Selected
parts can go into a shopping cart
for immediate, error-free purchase.
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Hands-On with
RapidCatalog
Zountas explains, “In everyday use, our
factory sends us JT files, which we
import and produce the catalog using
RapidCatalog. It’s a very, very simple
procedure. To prove the point,
although we had very little time to
prepare marketing material for this
exhibit, we were able to publish our
initial catalog in time to show it and
make a video demonstrating its
capabilities. We’ll show it continuously
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A “Dream” System for
Dealers Worldwide

exactly how it fits. Two more clicks put

“Nipponia dealers will have a ‘dream’

the item into a shopping cart.

rotate, zoom and drill down to see

system,” explains Zountas. “Beyond

The many viewing tools in
RapidCatalog could enable
this user, for example, to hide
the highlighted accessory.
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“On-screen, they will see a true-to-life,

Business Benefits for
Dealers and Nipponia

three-dimensional animation of any
Nipponia scooter. They can rotate the

“We want dealers to have these tools on

image continuously in every direction,

a dedicated dealer-network Web site.
Later, they can evolve into a
Wholesalers’ Dashboard site where
dealers will see pending orders,
payments owing, shipping progress of
parts, etc.
“Cutting excess steps reduces per-part
cost to the user. We eliminate the
rising printing and shipping costs of
paper catalogs. We reduce human error
in ordering and repairs. Users, dealers
and Nipponia all benefit.”
“Engineering changes will now go
through strict, step-by-step procedures
required by and documented in

RapidCatalog. The new standardization
framework will ensure that piston rings
Cortona3D provides 3D visual
knowledge software to streamline the
authoring of technical communications

bought in Venezuela will fit pistons
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solid audit trail.

easy production of 3D Spare Parts
Catalogs / Electronic Parts Catalogs

Cortona3D open standards authoring
tools give subject matter experts the
power to rapidly create interactive,
animated 3D product documentation
such as maintenance manuals, parts
catalogs and interactive training from
existing CAD assets.
Proven benefits are three times faster
production, 60 percent cost savings,
and improved quality. Customers
include Boeing, Ford, GE, Bosch, and
Airbus.
For more information on Cortona3D
products and services, in the USA,
call +1 800 971 2812. In Europe, call:
+353 1 214 3380. E-mail
sales@cortona3d.com, or visit:
www.cortona3D.com.
For more information on the
European Space Agency, visit:
www.esa.int
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(EPC) / Online Interactive Parts

fully operational can be faster, more

Catalogues.

economical and more certain. The
field’s feedback to Nipponia can be

RapidCatalog uses 3D ‘explosions’ to

immediate, so we can rapidly include

communicate complex assemblies that

and disseminate valid points

everyone can understand. Its interactive

worldwide.”

environment with drill- down navigation
improves the user experience and puts

Cortona3D Leverages
Budget and Business Data
In a projected 2009 scenario, an end

an end to ordering and purchasing
errors, inefficiency and lack of
productivity.

user in a country without Nipponia
dealer presence will be able to
intuitively order parts by Web, using
pictures and drawings, with no need to
browse a printed catalog. This will help
eliminate language barriers to
aftermarket revenue and add years of
value to Nipponia products.
“Cortona3D is now an essential part
and partner of our business plan,” says
Zountas. “We expect to recycle our

Cortona3D Solutions

RapidCatalog information into
RapidManual for a fully automated

Cortona3D Enterprise

instruction manual compliant with
modern teaching standards. It can even
evolve into a Web sales tool that allows
users to paint the scooter different
colors, see it from different angles,
then choose accessories and a
convenient dealer. This partnership is
just beginning.”

Cortona3D Rapid Products
RapidManual
RapidCatalog
RapidLearning
RapidSimulation
RapidTag
www.cortona3D.com

